ProJect
skytoWer romania

purmo radiators for the tAlleSt
BuilDiNG iN roMANiA
With 37 ﬂoors and total height of 137 meters, skytower is not only the tallest
ofﬁce complex, but also the tallest building of any kind in romania. opened at the
end of 2012, skytower is unique in romania not only because of its height. it is
also a green eco-friendly building, very efﬁcient, and with low operational costs.
all ofﬁces within sky tower beneﬁt from natural light and efﬁcient energy usage,
ensured by a professional heating system, which includes purmo radiators.

tallest Building, highest standards
rising 37 floors high, the Skytower redefines the skyline of Bucharest and also romania.
this powerful new landmark introduces a completely new business perspective and
is designed to attract corporate tenants looking for premium quality, maximum space
flexibility, innovative architecture, excellent location and perfect visibility for their offices.
Placed in a highly rated area in Bucharest, Skytower will be twice the height than
intercontinental hotel, the best known hotel in the centre of the city. With its impressive
architecture and elliptical shape the Skytower meets both the highest aesthetic and
technical standards to create the perfect modern office building.
With a total investment of 100 million euro, the Skytower provides state of the art office
spaces with unique panoramic views over Bucharest, a first class restaurant with a skybar,
a conference area on the top floors and a prime location in the north of Bucharest.

impressiVe Building, ideal comFort
Skytower is designed to be a place where the time spent at work is really a pleasant
experience. the offices benefit from natural light and the building facade made of glass
allows only the natural light to enter the rooms and no heat or uV light. inside, all the
attention went on electric and sanitary installations, ventilation or cooling systems. the
building has a climatic system with excellent control that allows different heating and
cooling of several rooms at the same time. the project was designed to offer a work space
as pleasant and comfortable as possible for all tenants.
this ideal comfort is ensured by quality heating and cooling systems. And taking into
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consideration the high quality and efficiency standards imposed by this new office
building, products from Purmo, european leader in the heating industry, were an obvious
choice to meet its requirements.
And the most suitable option in this case, to complement all details and interior finishes,
was the Purmo Ventil compact, a panel radiator with profiled panels and durable and
elegant convection elements. the heating system includes three cascade condensing
boilers for low temperatures, a perfect heat source for Purmo low temperature radiators,
guaranteeing system efficiency. Purmo has installed no fewer than 498 Purmo Ventil
compact radiators inside Skytower, to ensure the ideal interior climate. 
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